Heritable and inducible gene knockdown in C. elegans using Wormgate and the ORFeome.
Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) mediated gene silencing (RNA interference; RNAi) is a powerful tool for investigating gene function. It is usually performed in Caenorhabditis elegans via the injection or oral delivery of dsRNA, but an alternative approach, the expression of RNA hairpins from introduced DNA (hairpin RNAi; hpRNAi) has several advantages: (1) it can be induced systemically or in a tissue-specific manner; (2) because it is heritable, it allows consistent RNAi silencing across a whole population of genetically identical animals; and (3) it can be applied in refractory tissue such as neurons. hpRNAi has not been widely used to investigate gene function because a number of steps are relatively inefficient and labour-intensive. We describe Wormgate, a new cloning system, which facilitates the efficient high-throughput production of hpRNAi constructs using clones from the C. elegans ORFeome library. The combined use of pWormgate2 and the ORFeome library, with a recently developed particle bombardment transformation system, expedites hpRNAi gene silencing. This will be particularly useful for studying those genes that are refractory to the effects of injected or fed dsRNA, such as neural genes. We report the efficient production of hpRNAi constructs using pWormgate2 and also the knockdown of selected genes, including neurally expressed genes that have previously been refractory to RNAi. Further, when combined with the rrf-3 RNAi hypersensitive strain, the Wormgate approach delivered a highly penetrant knockdown phenotype in nearly 100% of worms for a gene that was completely refractory to other RNAi delivery methods.